MAXIMIZE YOUR EQUIPMENT
INVESTMENT WITH PLANNED
MAINTENANCE
Today, most customers either perform
their own maintenance or have the dealer
do it for them. The Honnen Shield Programs
provide planned maintenance agreements
which can make your operation more
productive and increase profits. Unlike
other maintenance programs, the Honnen
Shield Programs offer more than just a fluid
and filter change, they deliver on the uptime
and productivity that you, the customer,
have come to expect, and at the same time
reduce ownership costs.
PARTNERSHIP IS THE KEY
Our Shield Programs link you, the customer,
and Honnen Equipment with a maintenance
strategy aimed at creating a partnership to
extend machine life and productivity.
Monitoring machine performance and
operating conditions ensures visibility to
any issue before it leads to a catastrophic
failure.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY IS THE GOAL
Any of the Shield Programs can be
customized for condition based
maintenance centered on machine health,
or remain on manufacturers recommended
maintenance. Fluid analysis is an integral
part of the condition based maintenance
philosophy. Consistent oil analysis gives
visibility to
abnormal and
critical parameters
which indicate
wear of components
or external
contamination.
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HONNEN SHIELD
PROGRAMS
HONNEN SHIELD BASIC PROGRAM
Maintenance kits are shipped to the customer with all
the filters and fluid testing kits needed for a prescribed
interval.
Customer performs own preventative maintenance.
Fluid Analysis results are sent to both the customer and
Honnen for greater visibility to machine health and
maintenance.

HONNEN SHIELD PLUS PROGRAM
Like the Shield Basic Program, but Honnen Equipment
technicians perform the preventative maintenance,
which can be done onsite or in our shop.
Maintenance is scheduled with the customer to minimize
the impact of downtime.
Honnen Equipment assists in interval tracking to ensure
your preventative maintenance needs are taken care of.

HONNEN SHIELD ULTIMATE PROGRAM
Total machine support package which includes all the
benefits of the Basic and Plus plans above.
Maintenance and repairs are scheduled with the
customer to minimize the impact of downtime.
Honnen Equipment performs preventative maintenance
and specified repairs based on the hours you specify
for the length of the agreement.

Honnen Equipment
Shield Coordinator
Phone: 303-286-4098
Fax: 303-288-2215
Email: shield@honnen.com
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